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INTRODUCTION

Most business related operations and activities are exposed to specific types of risks.

Multiple studies have been carried out in this area. First academic papers on risk management in

business date back to 1950s. The concept of risk management may be found in many subjects

concerning business. Risk management frameworks are discussed and applied in various

subjects, such as strategic management, finance, legislation etc.  Despite this, there is a shortage

of academic research on risk management in supply chain management, general logistics and

especially in international logistics. The reason for that is relative novelty of these subjects and

uncertainty regarding the subject of international logistics and its relation to supply chain

management.

The total globalization process, based on the global transport and virtual networking and

underpinned by the worldwide liberalization of international relationships (of any nature)

(Cherenkov. 2005), has drastically boosted Russian companies’ involvement in international

business operations. The core item of successful internationalization is presented by their global

competitiveness on the world market. Searching for sources to increase the competiveness due to

international transaction costs reduction the Russian companies are forced to pay attention to

international logistics costs.

Speaking about international logistics risks we have to highlight following two items.

First, the proper “international logistics”, what does it mean in the frame of any convenient

scientific/practical definition; and in general, does this “convenient definition” exist? Second,

what is the place and role of international logistics among other international business disciplines

related to marketing, management, finance, law, etc? The second item, taking into account that

international logistics manage almost all flows in any business (material, financial, and

intellectual, personified included; internal and external; inbound and outbound; forward and

reverse; domestic and global), could convert the subject of international logistics into something

like a meta-science covering all things and finding difficulty in explaining anything. Therefore,

defining the subject of international logistics they have to find out the essence of this

multidimensional phenomenon.

As a result, in accordance with a set of international logistics definitions (e.g., Nelson &

Toledano, 1979; A Handbook of World Trade, 2004; Harrison & van Hoek, 2005) analyzed by

the author, the most significant determinants were determined. The antecedents of international

logistics risks are the uncertainty and disruptions in global supply links between trading

countries. These disruptions arise as a result of differences between national marketing
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environments and logistics mixes of countries involved in international trade (Cherenkov, 2010).

As it was noted in a recent survey at Global 1000 companies (Green, 2004), supply chain

disruptions were perceived as the biggest threat to their companies’ revenue streams.

In order to facilitate flows of trade between countries, multiple issues have to be solved in

the first place. Even countries of the same region may have a lot of similarities, there is still a

series of discrepancies that may hamper trade between countries. Among most distinct

challenges are: level of economic development, difference in currency and exchange rate

fluctuations, multiple legal procedures etc. 

There are multiple logistics functions which together form logistics support. Movement

of goods or services within borders of a country does not encounter distortion of logistics

functions, since the environment within one country is more or less equal regardless of

destination. However, challenges start to arise in case of international trade. Distortions appear

when a flow of goods or services crosses national borders. The degree of distortion is linked

directly to diversity of trading countries. In case, when goods cross international border of

countries from the same region with similar language and identical currency (e.g. Austria and

Germany, European Union), the discrepancy is at minimum. On the opposite, when the trade

flow crosses the border between two substantially different countries, let’s say Russian and

China, tremendous discrepancies arise due to multiple factors: 

 Difference in currency;
 Infrastructural differences – railroad track width is different;
 Infrastructural limitations – inability to process required amount of containers

Thus, due to substantial differences between logistics environments of trading countries

multiple distortions occur, which pose many challenges and risks for logistics manager. 

Nowadays, networks of production and marketing are mostly based on outsourcing and

globalization. These networks are represented by highly sophisticated and interconnected supply

chain flows. As a result, any disruptions in the network (its flows) will result in adverse

consequences for organizations which comprise these global supply chains. According to the

famous words of Oskar Wild, there is no existence of ‘common sense’. Not a single person

shares the same common perception or view of a single matter. And this concept is also may be

extrapolated to risk analysis and risk management. Each manager has his own view, attitude or

opinion based on personal experience on risks faced by an organization. Thus, this makes any

risk perception theoretically subjective (Slovic, 1992), there is no objective risk. It is essential

how managers perceive and assess international logistics risks. By the end of the day, it is the
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corresponding manager who estimates the risks and comes up with a strategy, a set of reactive

and proactive measures or risk management.

The goal of this master thesis is to discover the nature of risks in international logistics,

classify them, and elaborate a manual for a logistics manager charged with arranging

international operations. The purpose of this manual is to minimize potential risks which may

arise in case of international logistics. 
The subject of this research are differences of national logistics environments,

discrepancies arising as a result and instruments to match these environments. 
Objects of this master thesis include international logistics risks and perception of these

risks by logistics managers. For research purposes a number of representatives from third-party

logistics providers have been interviewed. Pool of companies consists of national service

providers as well as foreign firms. Operations of these firms encounter challenges crossing

borders of various countries. Examples include import, export and transit operations.
In order to achieve the above mentioned goal, the author of this research aims to answer

the following research questions: 
1. What is the subject of international logistics? 
2. What are the sources of risks in international logistics and how to classify them? 
3. How do logistics managers perceive logistics risks and how to mitigate them? 

The purpose of the first chapter is to clarify the subject of International Logistics and a

set of logistics operations involved. The second chapter is devoted to classification of

International Logistics Risks, based on the academic works and primary data acquired from

managers of third-party logistics operators, and Logistics risks management tools. In order to

facilitate mitigation of risks in international logistics, a manual (or set of check-lists) will be

developed for logistics managers of international company in the third chapter.
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CHAPTER 1. SUBJECT OF INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS

The main goal of this thesis is to elaborate a manual for managers of international

logistics in order to reduce the dissimilarities in logistics environments of trading countries.

However, prior to embarking on this goal, we need to clarify the subject of international

logistics. As mentioned in the introductory part of this research paper, academic literature is

littered with variety of definitions of the subject of ‘international logistics’. There is still no

consensus on the relationship between the subject of logistics in comparison to supply chain

management, which makes it even more complicated to clearly define ‘international’ logistics.

Thus, this chapter will give the most appropriate definition for ‘international logistics’ (in

author’s opinion) and clarify the subject of this matter as well as outline key functions of IL and

introduce the term ‘logistics mix’.

1.1 Marketing Approach to Defining International Logistics

In the context of this research it is essential to clarify a polysemic term ‘approach’. One

of the most concise definitions states that ‘approach’ is a set of techniques related to someone or

something, examining something or interrelation of objects. It is believed that the biggest part of

theory in terms of volume derives from conclusions of the theorem, propositions, principles,

concepts, terms etc. (Novikov, 2007). Thus, we may conclude that the proof of theoretical and

conceptual affinity of (international) marketing and logistics should serve as a foundation for

defining the subject of international logistics. In addition, these theoretical outcomes will justify

utilization of approaches, theoretical models and concepts which have been tested within

framework of international marketing. 

Genetic affinity of marketing and logistics

Having analyzed literature on Supply Chain Management for better clarity and visibility

of the subject, an evolutionary model of SCM subject is presented in Figure 1.1. This picture

reflects the genesis of SCM and can serve as evidence of affinity of marketing and logistics. It

reflects close relationship between marketing and logistics activities in marketing channels

(Sweeney, 2006). This idea is supported by authoritative opinion of many well-known authors of

marketing theory (Swenson, 2002) as well as ‘natural indivisibility’ of marketing and logistics

(Bartels, 1976a). As mentioned before, theoretical analysis (Bartels, 1976b, summarized by

Hermans, 2010) has shown emergence of natural dichotomy in 1960s of previously single

subject (marketing), which resulted in development of two directions – physical (logistics) and

social (marketing) (Larson, Halldorsson, 2004). 
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The ‘genetic affinity’ of marketing and logistics will be used to clarify the subject of

logistics as a part of marketing approach. This allows to use concepts, models and methods such

as ‘marketing mix’, ‘marketing ecology’, comparative analytical approach’ – which is essential

for better comprehension of this chapter (Moutinho, Chien, 2008). In other words, this is an 

Figure 1.1 Evolutionary model of Supply Chain Management subject (Battaglia, 1994)

attempt to explicate a more mature theoretical and conceptual apparatus of (international)

marketing into the subject area of (international) logistics. This approach based on international

1960s 
Fragmentation

1980s 
Integration Development

1990s 
Total Integration

2000s 
etc
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marketing (Cherenkov, 2001) can be used to define the subject area of international logistics. As

mentioned above, dominant positivistic approach to defining international logistics is not

adequate to the current environment as the basis for differentiation between ‘general’ and

‘international’ logistics is the fact of ‘logistics flows crossing at least one national border’.

Shifting towards subject of international logistics

An important theoretical and methodological problem is the definition of domain of

international logistics for further implementation of concepts of SCM paradigm. Indeed, ‘the

degree of agreement (or disagreement) among existing academic community with regard to

theoretical content and dominant research paradigm’ (Fedotov, Krotov, 2011) is of great

importance for further development of subject of international logistics.  It is commonly believed

that scientific paradigm embodies an indisputable generally accepted knowledge about the

researched area of events.  This “purified from oddities and enhanced” knowledge is further

included in the textbooks; which future academicians will use to research their field of study.

This factor contributes to further clarification of the subject of study and thus specifying the

range of problems which have meaning and solution (Lebedev, 2004). 

This provision is very important from a methodological point of view. For those just

embarking on the study and especially the research in the field of international logistics, it is

important first to get into the scope of a recognized scientific paradigm, embodying the

undisputed, generally accepted knowledge about the studied area. It helps both understanding of

the problems and streamlining the research, even if later the new researcher will have to

revolutionize this paradigm. In addition, an attempt to define the subject area of this business

discipline is necessary for the conversion of the discipline from the collection of more or less

related facts and judgments into science. Understanding the subject of international logistics

makes it possible to:

• analyze from the historical and logical points of view the process of defining the

domain of international logistics (international logistics management), among other business

disciplines;

• identify trends and outlines the following publications and the development of work

programs of educational disciplines (RPUD) International Logistics (International Logistics

Management);

• provide guidelines for structuring and reasonable reduction of redundancy in the

preparation of follow-up training and teaching materials on these subjects;
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• formulate approximate the expected topics of student final works (WRC), master's

theses and research postgraduate students in such a complex and fascinating area of business

knowledge, as "International Logistics".

To date, logistics bibliography includes many units, content and functional affiliation of

which determine the interdisciplinary nature of modern logistics, perceived as an applied science

that uses the knowledge of other sciences. It was defined above, how important and diverse this

ubiquitous discipline in the international business.

1.2 Subject of International Logistics

Academic literature is littered with variety of definitions of ‘logistics’ and ‘international

logistics’. What makes this field rather complicated is that many definitions are semantically

close to each other, others – differ substantially. In addition to that, many experts do not

differentiate ‘Supply Chain Management’ and ‘Logistics’ when it comes to an international

perspective. Thus, the first step should be to clarify the definition of international logistics. In

order to fulfil this objective, an in-depth study and comparison and systematization of most

relevant definitions should be in place. 

Thorough analysis of the academic and research papers of foreign origin as well as 30

relevant Russian academic sources, leads to a conclusion that there is lack of consensus

regarding which topical areas or concepts should be included into logistics or supply chain

management. This notion is supported by literature review carried out by Schramm and Juga

(2009). When it comes to international or global logistics and supply chain management, there is

lack of unanimity regarding topical area, concepts and themes, that should be included into these

subjects. Despite growing interest towards this topic, there is scarcity of textbooks on

international or global logistics and/or supply chain management. In some cases, books which

are dedicated to an international aspect of logistics or SCM, mostly reflect general matters.

Besides, it is not so easy to differentiate concepts and topical areas of international and global

logistics. Academic literature on international business contains conflicting definitions of these

concepts (Schramm, Juga, 2009).

Current status of development of a conventional definition for international logistics is

not much different from the statement above. Much more attention is paid to demarcation and

right of precedence of logistics and SCM. International (global) logistics (logistics management),

on the other hand, virtually stays behind (Niine, Koppel, 2014). Understanding, along with the

majority of the representatives of the marketing community, a large part of discipline

‘Marketing’ as a business philosophy encourages the search for possibilities of application of the
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marketing approach to the definition of the subject of international logistics. However, before

applying the theoretical and conceptual marketing tools to the definition of the subject and the

development of concepts of international logistics, prior experience should be analyzed

(Cherenkov, 2009).

Common approach to addressing this issue may be represented by two steps. First step -

select the most authoritative definition of logistics; for example, worked out in 1998 by the

Council of Logistics Management (Council of Logistics Management): (Enarsson, 2009). 

Logistics – is part of the process in the supply chain, which is responsible for planning,

implementation and management of effective and efficient flow of goods and services, as

well as information relevant to them, starting from point of origin to point of

consumption, and also provides storage, in order to meet customer requirements.

The second step - a comparison with any widely accepted definition of international

logistics (e.g., What is ..., 2015), which is essentially formed by the formal "internationalization"

of the previous definition by emphasizing the fact that in this case, supply chain crosses the

national border.

International logistics includes management of these resources (materials and end-

products) in the supply chain of the company, crossing at least one national (state) border.

This formally derived definition doesn't contain any significant characteristics of

international logistics, besides mentioning obvious fact that intersection of at least one national

border. Fundamentally, the definition of international logistics was devised by addition of latent

notion of its international aspect – “…crossing at least one national border…”. In other words,

the term corresponding to the concept of ‘international logistics’ is a tautological definition in

this case. The same phenomenon can be found in the oft-cited ‘military’ definition of

international logistics (Dictionary of Military …, 2005). 

Negotiation, planning and implementation of measures to support the construction of

logistics between two countries, their (armed) forces and (state) agencies. This includes the

provision of logistic support (most important end-products, materials and/or services) or

receiving logistical support from one or more allying foreign governments, international

organizations or armed forces. It also includes planning and other activities related to the

organization of close cooperation between major departments, operations, and elements of

military logistics systems or US procedures with equally important departments, operations and

elements of military logistics systems or procedures of one or more foreign governments,

international organizations or armed forces on a temporary or permanent basis. In addition, this
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includes planning and actions associated with the use of logistic policies, systems and/or

procedures of the United States to meet the needs of one or more foreign governments,

international organizations or armed forces.

This atypically long definition is cited here in order to emphasize following points: 

1) the first appearance of logistics is connected with the art of war (Wood et al., 2002) and it

still bears its traits as a vital source of competitive advantage (Abrahamsson, Sandberg, 

2011)
2) such a definition is a typical example of "tautological definition" or "recursion."

Another factor, contributing to the importance of development and application of a

definition for the subject of international logistics, is the comparison of two definitions (general

logistics and international logistics) from the same source (David, Stewart, 2010). It is clearly

noticeable that the transition from the definition of general to global logistics is rather formalistic

(Figure 1.2). 

Figure 1.2 Example of formalistic approach to definition of ‘international logistics’ 
(Cherenkov, 2010)

Integration of global supply chains – main goal of international logistics

It is obvious that the only difference between the two given definitions lies in a group of

words in italics in the right definition of international logistics – 'located in a different country'.

However, if you take, for example, the supply chain between the Russian seaport of Kaliningrad

as a point of origin and Moscow as a destination (consumption), then all the international nature

of this supply chain, consisting of rail or road transit through the territory of the Republic of

Lithuania, it does not satisfy the attribute of destination – 'located in a different country'. Same

situation could be observed in case of the United States organizing supply chains over land

between the point of origin in the state of Alaska and destinations - Texas. Thus, the condition

'located in another country' should be considered as necessary but not sufficient to give a

complete definition of the subject of international logistics. Also (perhaps, the most important
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point), the above mentioned definitions are rather partial description of what is included within

the (international) logistics, than the definition of what actually needs to be the subject of

international logistics. At the same time, despite lack of suitable definitions for narrowing the

domain of international logistics, we find (Wood et al., 2002) the most important and essential

feature of international logistics – 'integration'.

Global SCM refers to the complex integration of processes, necessary for managing

materials from their point of origin to final customers through processing and

transportation (or even beyond it - in case of recycling).

Factor of 'integration' has become quite popular in the community of supply chain

management (SCM) immediately after the concept of SCM had emerged (Cooper et. al., 1997).

However, it should be noted that SCM-community mainly takes into account inter-organizational

integration (Stadtler, 2005). Thus, under this approach, cross-boundary distortions or disruptions

in logistics functions of global supply chains remain untapped. It should not be overlooked that

the most important task of international logistics is to ensure that the structure and content of

logistics functions (operations) should be in accordance with the requirements of all factions of

the global marketing environment, which are crossed by the considered supply chain. It is

regarded (Stading, Kauffman, 2006) as a very important task, since global supply chains may

suffer from bottlenecks or even disruptions.  In case of international trade transaction,

integration can be considered as completed, in terms of integration of the parties (organizations),

when the customer accepted the offer details of the seller or, in extreme cases, after signing of

the contract by both parties. Since then, the product is legally sold and ownership of goods

legally transferred to the buyer, or a person designated by him. However, the physical transfer of

the goods also depends on the fulfilment of the transportation and a number of formalities, which

may be unintentionally overlooked by the parties. Usually, this may occur due to absence of

proper understanding of the differences in marketing environments of the seller and buyer

respectively.

The exceptional complexity of international logistics, accompanied by a high degree of

uncertainty in taking managerial decisions, requires that prior to defining the object of

international logistics, the object of (general) logistics should be clarified. General logistics is

referred to as an internal or national (based on economic and geo-economic space) logistics.

The above mentioned ‘military’ origin of international logistics is regarded as

commonplace for majority of academic textbooks (Wood et al., 2002). All ‘civilian’, ‘non-

military’, ‘new logistics’ or ‘business logistics’ initially (1970s) was grounded on military

concept and covered mainly physical movement of goods (David, Stewart, 2010) . It was mainly
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limited to transportation and storage. Currently, ‘logistics’ concept is more wide (Gudehus,

Kotzab, 2012) and covers not only issues of physical movement of goods in space and time (i.e.,

execution of transportation and storage), and totality of inbound (procurement) and outbound

(sales) activities, but also management of interactions between the focal company and its

suppliers and buyers (i.e., information and financial flows). 

Defining the domain of logistics generally, tasks of designing, aligning and optimization

of systems that produce physical goods and intangible services, should be included. It is alleged

that these tasks (logistics) are interconnected with production planning, technological processes,

industrial engineering, operational research and other areas of technology and economics, as well

as with carrying out purchasing and sales. The latter areas of logistics disclose such disciplines as

‘Procurement Logistics’ (e.g., Taderera, 2010) and ‘Marketing Logistics’ (e.g., Christopher, Peck,

2010). Existence of such subject as ‘Marketing Logistics’ (in classic textbooks usually limited to

physical distribution (e.g., Stanton et al., 1991; Kotler, Armstrong, 2001; Gripstrud, 2004)

confirms the the idea about ‘genetic’ relationship between logistics and marketing. In accordance

with principles of unity of historical and logical approach, an insight into earlier academic papers

on logistics and marketing is necessary. The emergence of explicit interest from marketing

community regarding physical movement of goods from the producer to the buyer can be traced

back to the 1960s. The following definition of marketing was developed in this period: ‘a set of

actions that entail the movement of goods and transfer of proprietary rights” (Gripstrud, 2004).

At this point a dichotomy of marketing subject may be observed which procreated two branches

of research: physical and socio-legal.   

Analysis of semantic field in publications related to logistics (Table 1.1) shows, that on

one hand, logistics studies capture large areas of what is considered to be the subject of

marketing area. On the other hand, there is a clear terminological disorder in logistics paradigm.

The following conclusion may be drawn: ‘There has been an extension of marketing concept to

incorporate the physical support of goods and services’ (Bartels, 1976b, summarized by

Hermans, 2010). 

 Let us turn to the following original definition of marketing (Gripsrud, 2004). First

formulated by the American Marketing Association in 1935, and reads as follows: "Marketing is

a system of actions, which are involved in the organization of the flow of goods from the

production to the point of consumption." The second was published in 1948 in the Journal of

Marketing: "Marketing is the performance of business activities that direct the flow of goods and

services from producer to consumer or user".
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After familiarizing with these definitions, it is necessary to go back to the above

mentioned modern definition of logistics, which was accepted by the Council of Logistics

Management. Both definitions are almost identical. It can be assumed that after this fact there

should be no doubt in ‘genetic’ relationship between logistics and marketing (Tek, 2013).

Thus, having risen from the isolation of the subject areas of marketing and logistics, both

disciplines have found a place in the integral task - ensuring the smooth and economical

operation of the supply chain (Juttner et al, 2010). As a result, subject areas of marketing and

logistics are so intertwined that the subject of international logistics in terms of its positivist

definition expands and becomes so vague, that attempts to define it using the positivist approach

are meaningless.

Table 1.1 Semantic field of logistics in relevant publications of the 1960s

Terms, captioned in the headings of publications on

logistics
Physical distribution
Physical distribution systems
Physical distribution management
Business logistics
Business logistics management
Marketing logistics
Marketing logistics and distribution planning
Principles of logistics management
Logistics management

Types and objects of logistics activities 
Order processing Transportation
Storage Containerization
Packaging Manufacturing and Converting

capacityInformation flows
Market forecasting Transit insurance
Supply scheduling Communication control
Materials handling Freight transportation

Customer service
Movement service

Source: Bartels, 1976b, summarized by Hermans, 2010

Summarizing all the information presented above, it should be mentioned, that there is a

clear affinity between ‘marketing’ and ‘logistics’ which were historically separated due to natural
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dichotomy. In addition to that, the subject area of international logistics was degraded due to loss

of scope by the academicians and abundance of tautological definitions (“…crossing at least one

border…”). Therefore, a clear definition of international logistics is necessary. After the analysis

of semantic field of the subject of logistics and having proven a clear relationship between

marketing and logistics an appropriate definition was elaborated. It was suggested by Professor

Vitally I. Cherenkov:

International Logistics is a movement of goods from supplier (producer or seller) to

consumer (buyer or customer) which provides (Cherenkov, 2012):

1. quick adaptation of logistics operations while switching between national links of

international supply chain;

2. minimization of relevant risks of international business;

3. establishment of long-term and win-win relationships between suppliers and

consumers.

The above mentioned definition incorporates the essence of international logistics as a

subject of matching logistics environments of different countries within international supply

chain, thus minimizing relevant risks. Therefore, the role of international logistics is to identify

mismatches of national logistics environments along the international supply chain and

harmonize them in order to reduce disruptions and risks associated with logistics flows crossing

national borders. This interpretation of international logistics will be further used in order to

define the risks related to the subject area and tools to mitigate them.  

1.3 International Logistics Functions

The results of the above mentioned literature review (analysis) has shown that marketing

and logistics are closely related. What is more, international logistics seems to manage almost

entire totality of flows in business – financial, intellectual, physical (material), legal (laws and

regulations), external and internal, outbound and inbound, reverse and forward, national and

global). This may result in delusion of the subject of international logistics and transform it into a

new science covering all things which will make it difficult to explain. 

There is a great variety of logistics functions, however, not all of them should be defined

as a subject of international logistics. Thus, the purpose of this paragraph is to identify and define

key functions which are relevant to international logistics. The discussed functions are a subject

for discussion in academic textbook “International Logistics” (Wood et al, 2002) and conference
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report on “International Logistics Management” by Cherenkov V.I.

1.3.1 International Logistics Mix

Effectiveness and efficiency of international logistics management is dependent upon

properly arranged and well-performed logistics functions, such as (Encyclopedia Britannica,

1993): demand forecasting; parts/service support; documentation flow; production scheduling;

customer service; purchasing; traffic management; handling returns; waste disposal; inventory

management (inbound, plant, and outbound); inter-plant movements; handling of materials; order

processing; plant and warehouse site selection; protective packaging; and warehouse and

distribution centre management. As it was mentioned above, not all of these functions are

equally specific for the international logistics management and some of them (more specific in

this sense) are highlighted in italics herein. In case of international logistics – due to such simple

and the most important factor of international trade as crossing borders – demands to add to the

list of italicized items above some other items defined by the sense and scope of the three-fold

international logistics channel (Wood et al, 2002):

 the transaction channel, which handles the buying, selling and collection of payment 

(could also be referred to as “financial”);
 the distribution channel, through which the good moves physically; and
 the documentation/communications channel (also may be referred as “contractual”).

As mentioned before, logistics functions can be split into three groups: outbound,

inbound and overall logistics functions. Majority of manufacturing companies certainly do not

overlook inbound logistics functions, but they tend to emphasize and pay more attention to

outbound logistics activities since they bear more costs. Therefore, by focusing on management

of outbound logistics functions companies may substantially boost performance and thus their

market share. The totality of outbound logistics functions is represented by: demand forecasting,

order processing, packaging, labeling, documentation, customer service, parts and service

support. 

Inbound logistics is comprised of three key functions such as production scheduling

purchasing, and handling of returned products. Every company regardless of it being a retail

chain or manufacturer, should concentrate on demand forecasting as a first step, which will allow

for a more precise production and inventory scheduling for a certain period. As a next step, it is

necessary to estimate required amount of raw materials (including inventory) which is necessary

for a planned number of products for a certain period of time. From international perspective,

handling of returned products could be perceived more as a matter of domestic operations,

because it may damage or diminish competitive advantage of any producer from abroad.
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It should be noted that majority of logistics functions are hard to allocate either to import

issues or to export issues. For instance, terms of payment are applicable to buyer and seller

equally. Traffic management, transportation of people, interplant movements, site selection for

warehouse, materials handling – are other functions which were mentioned in this paragraph.

However, thorough discussion of each and every of them is outside the scope of this research

paper.

Overall, the totality of international logistics functions can be defined as an international

logistics mix. Performance of all these functions altogether facilitates movement of goods and

services from seller to buyer (Table 1.2). Cherenkov V.I. and Dikalo D. (2012) gave a definition

to their concept of logistics mix: “…a set of contracts, supplementary documents and also

procedures that provide the legal and unimpeded movement of goods and relevant to these goods

information between the seller and the buyer, while passing through a frontier”. 

Table 1.2 The key structure of international logistics functions/operations

Logistics flows
Inbound Outbound

Functions Operations

Precontractual 

 Supplier selection

 Issuing a request

 Offer analysis

 Issuing the counteroffer

 Acceptance/rejection of 

the offer

 Customer selection

 Issuing the offer

 Analysis of the 

counteroffer

Contractual
 Analysis of terms of the contract

 Contract entering and follow-up

Documentary
 Preparation/verification/obtaining of documents

 Document transfer

Transportation 

 Conclusion of a transportation contract
 Packaging

 Labeling 

Warehousing
 Inventory management (dispatching)

 Cargo handling 

Financial 
 Contract settlement operations

 Payment of fines

Control
 Goods receipt 

(quality/quantity)

 Goods inspection 

(quality/quantity)
Cross-border  Customs import clearance  Export customs clearance
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 Safety clearance
Source: Cherenkov & Dikalo, 2012

1.4 Theoretical outcomes

This chapter was dedicated to clarifying the subject area of the international logistics.

Authors have identified that many academicians perceive Supply Chain Management and

Logistics as similar concepts and do not differentiate them clearly. There are three main views on

this subject: inclusionist, evolutionist and intersectionist. All of them are based on the historical

relation of logistics and SCM, it is perceived as a part of SCM, or a preliminary stage prior to

SCM development or as an intersection of subject areas of Logistics and SCM. Thus, it is very

easy to get lost. For the purpose of this research paper, an inclusionist view has been adopted. 

In addition to that, there is an abundance of various definitions of “logistics”, some of

them are similar to some extent, others differ a lot. Literature review on this matter revealed lack

of convenient understanding of the term “international logistics”. International logistics is

considered to be a collection of vital functions that support any international business, however

its subject didn’t have any convenient definition till today. Good knowledge of International

Logistics should provide international trade managers with means for mitigating corresponding

risks (Cherenkov & Dikalo, 2012).

The authors analyzed authoritative definitions of “international logistics” and came to a

conclusion, that it was developed by simple addition of the “international” part by “…point of

origin and point of destination located in different countries…”. Results of studies of semantic

field of international logistics facilitated creation of a new clearer (to authors mind) definition of

“international logistics” (Cherenkov, 2012): International Logistics is a movement of goods from

supplier (producer, seller) to consumer (buyer, customer), which provides: 

1. quick adaptation of logistics operations while switching between national links of 

international supply chain
2. minimization of relevant risks of international business
3. establishment of long-term and win-win relationships between suppliers and 

consumers

As a next step, a set of key international logistics function was defined as its crucial

components. These components in total form national logistics mix. Supposedly, they are the key

sources of international logistics risks as major mismatches between home country logistics mix

and host country logistics mix cause disruptions. These disruptions occur due to differences in

marketing environments of trading countries. Very often logistics managers neglect these

dissimilarities and do not adjust their logistics mix as a result of human factor. Therefore, the
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author of this research sees the target function of international logistics management as “…

adjusting the home country’s logistics mix to the dissimilarities of the host country’s dimensions

of marketing environment that are significant for transferring goods through the frontier between

those home and host countries for the purpose of decreasing (minimizing) transaction costs and

risks of international trade (business)” (Cherenkov, 2012). 

Chapter 2 of this thesis is dedicated to a concise overview of major international logistics

risks. After that it is important to develop a risk management framework relevant to the subject

of international logistics. It is a preliminary stage for development of a tool for managing

dissimilarities between home and host countries’ marketing environments. In conclusion to

chapter two, the author describes the research method applied for an empirical part, as well as

tools for gathering data and its processing.
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CHAPTER 2. INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS DISRUPTIONS

So far, it was established that the subject of logistics risk management is lacks sufficient

research, which makes it vital to take a closer look at gaps in this field that were mentioned in

the first chapter. Having devised a clear and concise definition of international logistics (to

authors mind) and identified logistics mix as a set of inbound, outbound and general logistics

functions, set a background for development of a logistics risk management methodology and its

further application.

The main objective of second chapter is to develop a methodology of international

logistics risk assessment. As a first step, the author will discuss the nature of risks in

international logistics and existing frameworks for their management and assessment. The result

of the chapter would be the methodology, which would be used further on for assessment of risk

perception by logistics managers and a framework for creation of a tool to match national

marketing environments’ mismatches. At the end of this chapter the author describes the

methodology for the empirical research.

2.1 Nature of Risks in International Logistics

Globalization of international business has shown that economic and political events in

various countries and regions have a significant impact on extension and deepening of the set of

business relate risks faced by international companies. In addition to global financial and

economic crises, global terrorism poses real threat to international companies in terms of

personnel safety and business operations’ performance. Political risks also have a negatively

impact international business operations. Latest example are the economic and political sanctions

which were imposed on Russia in 2014 by the EU countries, USA, Canada, Australia and Japan.

This resulted in disruptions in multiple global supply chains. Various companies suffered

substantial losses both – in Russia and in countries which initiated the sanctions. 

The survival task of business, largely identified with the achievement and preservation of

global competitive advantage, can be represented in economic terms as the task of establishing

marketing ecologic balance (Cherenkov, 2002). In this case, every single business (unit) is

represented as a complex global integrated marketing channel (Cherenkov, 2003b), which

includes at least two channels (e.g. exporter and importer) with a logistics flows (physical,

financial and informational) between them (Alesinskaya, 2005). It is important to mention that

the structure of modern world global economic network predetermines the distribution of not just

logistics flows but international business risks as well (Cherenkov, Belotserkovtsev, 2006). 
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Therefore, even in case of such simple and common business operation as export (Figure

2.1), superposition of international business risks should be considered. It is represented by three

fractions of global marketing environment (Cherenkov, 2003a): domestic, host country and

international (or regional).

Figure 2.1 Position of international business risks effect on logistics flows

In modern conditions of total globalization, world economy appears as a meta-system of

business networks with macro (regions, states) and meso level (MNCs, production and

marketing clusters). Moving branches of global supply chains across borders of national/regional

marketing environments almost always bears a potential threat of risks in international logistics.

The discrepancy between the components of the domestic ‘logistics mix’ and the corresponding

dimensions of the marketing environment of the recipient country, leads to distortions and gaps

in logistics functions, this is, in fact, is a source of international logistics risks – origin for risks

in international business. It is noted, that risks in the logistics chain of a company imply

complications for risk management (Smith, Fischbacher, 2009). In modern conditions risks,

which are provisionally classified below, show the most complicated pattern of interinfluence. A

prime example of this is the current tension between Russia and Ukraine and its consequences

for gas supplies to Europe. This crisis has led to disruptions in global marketing environment

network and resulted in legal (bankruptcy) and even physical elimination of micro economic

entities as well as elements of production and marketing infrastructure (the result of military

operations in the Ukraine). 

Taking into account the fact that risk has many underlying causes, relevant determinants

and relationships for which are not fully known, the economists also use a probabilistic
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approach to assess possible outcomes arising from the same particular event. The probability of

occurrence of adverse events is one of the two main risk perception factors by logistics managers

of international companies (Cherenkov, Dikalo, 2012). On the other hand, for most logistics

managers risk, probabilistic nature of which derives from the uncertainty, is perceived through

such a critical characteristic of any business as profit or loss. 

Despite the fact that with regard to perception of risk for international logistics probability

of its occurrence and the result are of almost equal importance, uncertainty still remains as a

prevailing factor - an inherent feature for any business, as well as for all the phenomena of the

material world (Ibid). Therefore, the first step for any risk management system should be

reduction of the uncertainty. This is particularly relevant in the case of international business,

where due to cross-country (as well as cross-cultural) differences accurate assessment of risk and

selection of adequate technology/instruments for risk management are hindered. Prediction of

emergence of a risk in a certain fraction of the global marketing environment is hampered as

well. 

Ultimately, the nature of the risks of international logistics lies in the logistics

managers’ lack of awareness about the state, as well as about the changes in logistics

dimensions of those national fragments of the global marketing environment (Fig. 2.2),

which should cross the logistic flows of the global supply chain. Lack of such knowledge -

regardless of whether its source is a low qualification or negligence of managers of international

companies, or unexpected changes in the logistic dimensions of relevant fragments of the global

supply chain - produces a diverse set of risks. Both the probability of occurrence and the

importance (‘weight’) of individual risks together represent a great variety, constituting the

complex problem of risk management in international logistics. Naturally, this state of the

subject has given rise to a lot of approaches to the solution of this problem, however, the first

step should start with classification of international logistics risk.

Mainly the international logistics risks are associated with transporting goods from one

country to another. However, keeping in mind that in the very common sense international

logistics is about cross-border moving goods (and other production/marketing resources) in

space and time, international logistics managers are to arrange and get executed following kinds

of contracts. Risk is an important concept in many business fields. There is a huge volume of

literature on risk covering a range of disciplines from mathematics to psychology. Each of

approach to international logistics risks can contribute to a better understanding of how these

risks are constructed, perceived and managed by international logistics managers. Risk is a very

interesting topic to be discussed and many authors try to present an assess risk problems.
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However, a task of reviewing logistics risk related literature (made by authors before) is out of

the frame of the present paper. 

One of features of international trading is the fact that executing any international sale-

purchase contract means factually means to execute three interrelated transactions that have to

grant: 1) the physical movement of the merchandise, where manager meet much more

complicated task and higher risk than in the case of a domestic movement because there are, as

minimum, many not-well-known terminals and transshipments in an international shipment than

in a domestic one; 2) the title transfer using financial document transaction including very
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sophisticated and risky to make errors work with bank commitment letters, drafts, letter of

credits, insurance policy, bid bond, performance bond, certificate of deposits, letter of guarantee

etc.; 3) huge and demanding high competencies “paper work” with international trade

documents: commercial documents (invoice, packing list, quality inspection and etc.), official

documents (health certificate, import license, certificate of origin, and etc.), transportation

documents (bill of lading, trucker bill, railways bill, airway bill, ocean carrier bill, and etc.).

In accordance with the main goal of our study the conceptual model of overall perceived

international logistics risks is presented herein (Figure 2.3). Antecedents of international logistics

risks leading to disruptions in global supply chains are split here into two clusters: 1) logistics

management related antecedents derived from contract, payment, and delivery uncertainties; and

2) market dissimilarities antecedents derived from not-well-known and/or fast changeable non-

controllable marketing variables.

Fig. 2.3 Conceptual model of overall perceived international logistics risks  

2.2 Risk management in IL

As it was mentioned in previous paragraph, implementation of a proper risk management

practice is an essential step to fulfill corporate goals and objectives and cope with risks that

company encounters. After a number of substantial corporate crises and bankruptcy cases that
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led to drastic financial losses and even economic downturns of whole country, a series of acts

and regulations were adopted. Most developed countries nowadays have specific regulatory

requirements in place regarding proactive and reactive actions, compliance, monitoring and

analysis of risks (Kajüter, 2003). This led to a boost of importance of compliance functions

within organizations, with Chief Compliance Officer (CCO) and Chief Risk Officer (CRO) now

coordinating operations throughout the whole company. Their job is to build-up risk resiliency of

a company – enabling certain frameworks to overcome or mitigate risk events and keep the

business heading towards its goals. One of the most common frameworks for risk management

process is comprised of four steps (e.g. Terry, 1972): risk identification, risk assessment, risk

mitigation and control. 

Risk identification

The first step of the above mentioned risk management framework is concerned with

identification of risk which will be later managed. This makes this step the most important as it

lays the foundation for all further steps of risk management. Critically, it is hardly possible to

identify all possible potential risks due to their nature and abundance of factors behind them.

Another important issue to mention is that risk identification itself results in costs, thus it is

crucial to estimate benefits of managing certain risks and costs associated with their

identification. In addition to that, minor risks may be harmless on their own, however, when

accumulated they pose substantial threat. Continuous risk identification as well as risk

management process is vital, since companies face perpetual changes both inside the

organization and supply chain and external environment (Eberle, 2005; Singer, 2012).

Academic literature is littered with various methods for risk identification. According to

Romeike (2003a), checklists, interviews, SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities

and threats) are concerned with current and rather obvious risks. On the other hand,

brainstorming, brainwriting as well as failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) facilitate

identification of future (potential) and unknown risks. Thus, combination of methods may be

found optimal (Eberle, 2005). Taking into account the applied method of risk identification, risk

classification may facilitate the process step. This means that there are multiple ways to classify

risks. Various academicians have their own classifications. For example, Narasimhan and

Sahasranam (2007) distinguish strategic, operational risks and tactical on the planning level,

while Tummala and Leung (1996) stress out critical, catastrophic, negligible and marginal risks

with regard to severity. Another example is presented by Rogler (2002) who underlines

production, supply, financial, distribution and personnel risks, while Christopher and Peck

(2004) concentrate on business function or operation – demand, supply, process, environmental
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and control risks. Risk classification can go even further into details and split transportation

risks, which are part of both supply and distribution risks, into quantitative (partial destruction

during transportation), default (loss of entire cargo), costs (increase in transportation costs),

quality (damage during transportation) and time (delay or earliness of delivery). 

Risk assessment

Just as in case of risks classification, there are various approaches to risk assessment.

However, there two most common factors of risk perception – the likelihood of occurrence and

potential damage in case the risk takes place. Evaluation of risk perception can be carried out

either qualitatively or quantitatively. While quantitative methods provide a more precise

estimation of risks, it requires substantial amount of historical data for projections to be made.

This data is rarely stored or collected, especially taking into account uncertainty about which

events and which characteristics of these events should be tracked. Qualitative methods usually

are perceived as subjective because they are based on managers’ perception of risks which are

subjective by nature. However, the latter require less time and effort. 

Such instruments as brainstorming or FMEA mentioned above, may also be used for risk

assessment. Application of several tools may be found sensible as was mentioned by Romeike

(2003b), Ziegenbein (2007) and Singer (2012). A good tool for visualizing certain risks is

perceptual mapping. The map consists of two axes “probability of occurrence” and “severity of

damage”. Scaling for these axes is set either qualitatively or quantitatively (Kajüter, 2003). After

risk assessment technique is employed and carried out, risks are prioritized and are ready for the

next step – mitigation strategy. 

Risk mitigation

The third step of the risk management framework is represented by mitigation strategy.

With regard to the type of risk, the organization, its supply chain and goals, company’s

management are to devise a set of measures or strategy to avoid, transfer, share or accept the

prioritized risk. Much like with risk identification and assessment, elaborating on the risk

mitigation actions, costs of implementing these measures as well as potential recurrence of this

risk should be taken into account. A certain strategy may be comprised of a set of different

measures - “… the creation of a unique and valuable position, involving a different set of

activities” (Porter, 1998). Thus, there is an abundance of various actions aimed at handling risks. 

Risk control

As a final step of risk management framework, it is essential to monitor and control,

whether necessary actions were taken and whether they had positive effect. Usually, further
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actions need to be taken, since the external and internal environment of the company are

constantly changing and have to be taken into consideration. One of the most popular methods of

risk control is balanced scorecard, which was mentioned in academic papers of Kajüter (2003)

and Singer (2012). Thus, iteration of risk management framework is essential due to fluctuations

and constant changes within and outside the organization over time (Eberle, 2005).

2.3 IL risk assessment framework

There are various approaches to analysis of logistics risks and authors perceive the

process in very different ways. The frameworks still pursue one goal and have similar general

structure. Figure 2.4 presents the steps needed to make to achieve stated goal which was

formalized by Cohen and Kunreuther (2007). Authors state that amongst all the elements of the

supply chain risk analysis framework, first of all, it is about the risk perception, risk assessment

and vulnerability analysis. These two issues focus their impact mostly on affecting risk

management strategies formalization. As soon as the strategy is formalized, it is to be followed

by evaluation of the strategy. Following part of the chapter would be based on the existing

approaches of assessing the logistics risks.

Figure 2.4 Supply chain risk analysis framework (Cohen &Kunreuther, 2007)

The procedure of supply chain risk assessment cannot be carried without answering two

questions that arise as soon as one understands what the logistics risk assessment means

(Harland, et al., 2003; Zsidisin, 2003a). First question to answer is the probability of occurrence

of a certain event that is considered as a risk. Second question is the importance of consequences

of the event that is considered. 

This step with answering these two questions is vital for logistics risk assessment and is a

starting point. Mistakes in this part may make the whole further steps useless and make

companies lose time. There are evidence in articles that successful companies do pay much

attention to assessing the logistics risks. Example of that can be IBM company (Gautam, et al.,

2007). Still, vast majority of academicians claim that companies are reluctant to accepting this to
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their daily practices (Kouvelis, et al. (2006); Zsidisin et al., 2004). 

Variety of tools and approaches of assessing different types of risks is another issue that

needs to be taken into consideration, as it brings to different results, different representation of

results and they all are hard to fit in one database. When thinking of approaches, first variants

that come to one’s mind are based on historical data, but this is often impossible due to lack of

such information. Taking into account the complexity and width of the external environment of

the supply chain, it is rather complicated to select a certain approach or tool for risk assessment

(Juttner et al., 2003).

As a next step, managers need to assess likelihood of risk occurrence and its potential

consequences (damage or losses) with regard to certain geographical location (Knemeyer, et al.,

2009). It should be mentioned, that prior to risk assessment (probability and severity), risks have

to be identified in the first place. This step is called risk identification (Norrman & Jansson,

2004).

It facilitates identification of risks relevant for the company and its supply chain and as a next

step these types of risks will be assessed and prioritized. There are various researches that were

conducted in order to summarize available approaches to assessing the supply chain management

risks (Norrman and Jansson ,2004; Zsidisin, Ragatz, Melnyk, 2004; Zsidisin, Ellram et al.,

2004).

The conceptual methodology is meant to represent a research methodology that describes

basic, fundamental concepts on supply chain risk management. Descriptive is a methodology

that descripts, formulates, and creates models in supply chain risk management. Empirical

methodology is one in which the data for study is taken from existing database, case study,

literature review, taxonomy or typology approaches. Exploratory cross-sectional is a

methodology where the information is collected at one point in time through survey. Exploratory

longitudinal is a survey methodology where data collection is done at two or more points over

time in the same organizations. 

There exist today numerous approaches to assessment of risks. The vast majority of them

have their origin in several basic methods. To begin with, Check Lists, they are arranged in a

form of questionnaires, that are distributed amongst people that are in the system. Answers that

are gathered estimate security level that is present. Disadvantage of this method is high level of

subjectivity, gives no financial data and are strictly limited to the issues that are included in

questionnaires and may lose attention over some other specific factors. Delphi-technique is

carried with the help of a group of experts from the organization that is brainstorming together a

certain topic. The results of using this method are often trustworthy, though bases on very
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subjective opinions. 

Estimation of frequencies of threats, expected damage costs are the numerical outcomes

of the analysis. To have more exact results in order to secure the supply chains there are taken

into consideration different factors and issues. This method and those that were mentioned

above, are general and let develop on their basis some more specific and exact ones.

In order to use resources in a smart way and not waste the capital of the company, evaluation

of key issues and problems that are faced in the supply chain, should be done for specific arts of the

chain, prioritizing them. There should be highlighted the most common threats that are met and

discussed the probability of their occurrence. Best approach here is the expert opinions, but when

using such approach here rises the risk of over subjective opinion of low quality of service as

companies tend to save money on such issues. One of methods that uses expert opinions is Delphi

technique, which lets take out of the group of experts most of the knowledge and data that they have

via multiple steps of the Delphi method. Another approach is the combination of yet expert opinions

with historical data that is available. (Zsidisin,et. al, 2000). Examples of such methods can be

extreme value theory or bounding methods. 

Supply chain is not a single entity, it consists of several companies and has risks in all of

them. Interconnection of the companies make them depend on each other highly. This brings to the

fact that companies need to assess network risks, as it is mentioned by Juttner (2005). The

assessment of this kind can be carried with the help of soft tools or of classical risk management

techniques. Still, there are opinions like that of Hallikas et al. (2002), who state that for better

understanding of risk qualitative risk assessment tools are better not be ignored as they bring to better

understanding of supply chain and logistics risks. There are common and often used techniques,

probability ratings, impact of risks on the scale of 1 – 5, simulation modeling in order to evaluate

impact the disturbances have on supply chain is general and specifically and, finally, expert opinions

(Hallikas, et al., 2002; Norrman and Jansson, 2004; Knemeyer, et al., 2009; Vanany, et al., 2008).

Risk perception

Settling probabilities of risks can be a problematic issue due to the problem of

subjectivity. For the results of assessments to be more trustworthy, there can be carried cross -

functional and cross-company approach. Used methodologies should be updated constantly. 

Perception of risks by managers is of high dependency on psychological and emotional

characteristics of each person (Cohen and Kunreuther, 2007). Very often managers base their

perception of risks not on its probability, consequences, but on their personal issue that make

them make this or that decision (Slovic, Finucane et al., 2002). Distortion of perception is most

often met in situation with high consequence risks with low probability. These risks are most of
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all misunderstood and misperceived. 

Therefore, it is critical to understand how managers can cope with such problems.

Company's strategies creation can suffer from manager’s underestimation of any risks. Risk

observation is the main intensity that keeps companies moving. There are not many researches

that can cover this field broadly in logistics sphere. It is vital to collect different opinions about

any risks (Ellis et al., 2010, Cohen and Kunreuther, 2007; Zsidisin 2003b). 

Managers perception of risks and understanding of their importance often becomes the

driving force in future decision making processes. If risk is underestimated on primary stages, it

causes mistakes on all further levels (Cohen and Kunreuther, 2007). 

Even when managers want to take into consideration risks of low probability, it is quite

difficult for them, as they have low expertise in it, have low informational support. 

There is evidence in literature that proves that managers often have very diverse attitude

to risks and approaches to its assessment. Most commonly, managers tend to lose track of risks

and prefer not to assess them or their consequences (Tang, 2010). This brings often to situations

where risks in general are underestimated and companies being not ready to face risks, lose time,

money and reputation. Unwillingness to accept high probability of risks occurrence may ruin the

company. Mitigation of risks and especially consideration of this in advance is hard to

implement. It is as well difficult to evaluate the efforts of the manager that were made in process

in order to reward the manager (Ellis et al., 2010; Seshadri et al., 2005). 

However, some academic papers on psychology of risk perception by managers suggest

that managers tend to concentrate on risks with low probability in case they may incur severe

damage or loss for organization. Managers tend to base their decisions and strategies on the

extent of probability, but not the consequences, which they do not evaluate often (Lovallo &

Kahneman, 2003). As soon as managers see that risk has low probability of occurrence, they try

to stay positive and ignore costs that they might face. 

Psychological aspect of risk perception is of high importance as misunderstanding and

undervaluing risks and their consequences are widespread among managers. This problem is

offered to be tackled via cognitive dissonance theory, which is presented by Knemeyer (2009)

and covers all the problems and ways of communicating in case there arise two contradicting

attitudes and ideas that workers share, but do not notice and let themselves be misled, causing

problems to companies that they are working for. It is known commonly that very often

perception of probability and price to pay in terms of risks are perceived in a wrong way.

Managers see low probability of risk occurrence and do not consider the amount of losses and
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costs they would have to pay in case the problem arises and it all makes them chose wrong

strategies (Ellis et al., 2010).

Risk sources and risk classification

Any approach to making strategic and operational decisions in international business

includes, in addition to strategic decisions on the choice of ‘product – market’, a task to assess

the risk (or rather, set of risk factors, or risk vector) of a planned international business

transaction. The monosyllables term ‘risk’ has a considerable popularity and is widely used,

ranging from the definition and use of informal risk assessments in everyday life to the

philosophical problems of determining the nature of the risk. Hardly any recent academic paper

on the problems of the world economy and politics goes without at least a short notice of the

risks. At the same time, the academic approach to the definition of risk is not always evident in

these works, thus, this subject needs to be clarified. We will apply a marketing approach to

international logistics. This will allow to use one of the definitions for international business risk

- the possibility of occurrence of an unknown or partly known event, the outcome of which is

negative for the development/existence of a separate business as a whole or for one of its

transactions. In the case of international business such event is most likely to happen in the

external marketing environment of the company on its meta-level (global economy as a whole)

or on a macro level (national or regional economic system). Assessment of risk is related to both

the completeness of obtained marketing information and correctness of its interpretation as well

as with the subjective psychological perception of the risk by management of international

company. Range of perceptions often includes positive expectation of big benefit in case of high

risk.

Considering the possible existence of a single and universal risk assessment tool (e.g., in

the form of some kind of a complete and self-sufficient system of criteria), its existence is

questionable and the search for such tool is rather complicated. It is due to the fact that the

uncertainty of risk occurrence is amplified by the uncertainty of its perception by the

management. In other words, the posing danger changing object of the external marketing

environment of a company have to be assessed by a subjective tool, i.e. in accordance with the

subjective criteria devised by the management. Each manager making decisions applies his own

self reference criterion (SRC), which means he instinctively refers to his own system of

accumulated cultural values, experience and knowledge as a basis for decision making. It is on

the basis of this criterion that logistics and marketing managers differentiate countries or markets
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and outline a decisive information regarding a particular product (market, competitor etc).

Possessing sufficient experience in certain markets, managers do it almost intuitively, without

resorting to extensive and abundant formal marketing research. However, the complexity of the

detection problem and interpretation of risks should not be a valid argument in terms of

impossibility to anticipate (to some extent) and adequately (to some extent) respond to these

risks. It is well-known (Vujacic et al, 2013), that the process of risk management consists of four

key steps:

1) risk identification;
2) risk assessment;
3) risk management itself; 
4) risk monitoring.

Thus, the classification of risks in international logistics, being the basic tool for their

identification (also setting the direction for further steps), is the original and integral part of any

risk management system including international logistics management. 

Modern literature on risk management is rich in risk classification systems, where the

principles and criteria for classification depends on the industry sector, and often on author's

position (Degtyareva, 2006). In any case, it is difficult to argue, for example, against such

obvious statement (Brodetsky et al, 2010), that the diversity of the risks can be divided into two

types:

1) risk of losses (real damage)
2) risk to miss opportunity (loss of opportunity)

Based on perception of the key role of international logistics as a "binding framework" of

international business, it is possible to identify most common approaches to classification of

international business risks. Thus, depending on the expected impact (or outcome of a risk

event), risks can be divided into two major groups: pure and speculative risks:

1) pure risks imply the possibility of a negative or zero result. These risks include natural, 

environmental, political, transport and part of commercial risks (property, production 

and trade). Pure risks are typically a subject to insurance, whereby the risk is transferred 

to the insurance company;
2) speculative risks are characterized by a possibility of a positive or negative outcome (for 

example, stock market). These risks include financial risks, which are part of a large 

group of commercial risks (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1 Classification of financial risks of a company

Classification criterion Kind of risk

Possibility of insurance

 Insurable risk;

 uninsurable risk

Possible consequences

 Causing financial loss;

 loss of potential profit;

 causing losses or additional income

Losses with regard to 
company’s financial 
condition

 Acceptable risk;

 critical risk;

 irretrievable risk

The object of occurrence and
scale

 Risk of a certain financial transaction;

 risk of various types of financial activities;

 risk of financial activity of a company in general

Scope of occurrence with 
respect to the company

 External risk;

 internal risk

Possibility of further 
consequences of risk

 Simple risk;

 complex risk

Duration

 Constant risk;

 temporal risk

Ability to anticipate

 Predictable risk;

 unpredictable risk

Source: Skamay, 2000

Commercial risks represent the danger of losses within financial activity. They imply

uncertainty of the outcomes of a particular business deal. Based on structure and meaning

commercial risks are divided into property, operational (production), trade and financial:
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 property risks - probability of loss of property as a result of theft, sabotage, negligence, 

overload of technical and technological systems, etc;
 operational (production) risks - associated with losses due to suspension of production as

a result of impact by various factors, first and foremost - with the loss or damage of fixed 

and current assets (equipment, raw materials, transport, etc.), as well as risks associated 

with the introduction of new techniques and technology;
 trade risks - associated with a loss due to delayed payments, non-payment of goods 

during transport, non-delivery of goods, short supply of goods, the non-acceptance of the 

goods, etc .;
 financial risks - probability of loss of financial resources (cash). As a first approximation,

financial risks can be divided into two types: the risks associated with purchasing power 

of money and risks associated with capital investment (investment risks).

The next group of risks is related to such phenomena as price volatility of securities and

exchange rate of national and foreign currencies. This group is represented by inflation risks,

deflation risks, currency risks and liquidity risks:

 inflation risk - devaluation of real purchasing power of money income at a rate that 

exceeds their nominal growth, thus the entrepreneur suffers real losses;
 deflation risk - risk that deflation is followed by falling price level, deteriorating 

economic conditions and reducing business income;
 currency risk - associated with foreign exchange losses due to exchange rate fluctuations,

during foreign trade operations, credit and other currency-related transactions;
 liquidity risk - possibility of losses associated with conversion of securities or other 

products due to changes in perception of their quality and consumer value on the stock 

market and/or in the OTC (over-the-counter) trade.

Monetary and financial terms of the international purchase and sale contracts, as well as

the settlement of these contracts, play a critical role in international logistics. Indeed, financial

risks a r e at the forefront of international logistics, as the system of international logistics

management involves a contractual trinity:

1) Sale and purchase agreement (SPA) itself – definition of conditions of a legal transfer of 

the ownership of the goods.
2) Shipping contract - determines the conditions of physical movement of goods from the 

seller to the buyer (or the person designated by the purchaser), supported by a set of title 

and shipping documents, which can be divided into the following groups:
 commercial documents (invoices, packing lists, quality inspection instruments, etc.);
 official documents (phytosanitary certificates, import licenses, certificates of origin, 

etc.);
 transport documents (bills of lading, motor waybills, consignment notes, air waybills, 

etc.).
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3) Monetary and Financial Provision of contract execution, formalized by means of 

financial documents (such as letters of credit, bank guarantees, drafts, deposits, insurance

policies, etc.).

Monetary and financial security plays a critical role in international logistics, this can be

supported by the following quote: "After all, any sale is a gift, until the payment is received.

Understanding how to ensure the payment of export transactions is especially critical, since your

buyer can be 10 000 miles away from you” (Chrisbaum, 2003).

In addition to the discussion about the role of monetary settlements in international

logistics, it is possible to expand the list of financial risks on investment risks, since, in practice,

any of them could influence, if not directly, then indirectly, the logistics flows of international

business.

Investment risks include the risks of loss of profit (opportunity costs), profitability

downside risks and risks of direct financial losses:

 Profit risk - the risk of indirect (side) financial damage (lost of profit) as a result of failure

to exercise a sort of investment, speculative or protective financial and credit measures 

(insurance, hedging, investment, etc.).
 Downside risk - the result of interest and dividends reduction on portfolio investment, on 

deposits and loans; this includes the risk of interest rate risks and credit risks:
o interest rate risks - the risk of losses by commercial banks, credit institutions and 

investment institutions, which occur due to excess interest rates paid on funds 

raised by them, over the rates on loans;
o Credit risk - the risk of non-payment by the borrower of the principal (the 

principal) and interest (interest) owed to the lender;
 Risks of direct financial losses include the following varieties: market risk, selective risk, 

the risk of bankruptcy.
o stock market risks - the risk of losses from unfortunate stock exchange 

transactions (commercial transactions’ non-payment, non-payment of 

commission, etc.);
o adverse selection risks – the wrong choice of types of capital investment, the type 

of securities for investment in comparison with other types of securities when 

building a portfolio;
o bankruptcy risks - the risk of a wrong choice of the recipient of the invested 

capital, total loss of the entrepreneur's equity, and his inability to meet the 

obligations.
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2.4 Methodology

The research methodologies applied in management science can be split in two large

categories: qualitative and quantitative research.  The major approaches to research in supply

chain management (see figure 1) consist of surveys, case studies, action research and modeling

supply chain (Kotzab et al, 2006). First three methods correspond mostly to qualitative research

and modeling supply chain refers to quantitative research. 

Figure 2.5 Research Methodologies in Supply Chain Management

The first field of research in supply chain management corresponds to surveys. According

to Larson & Karen who have examined all editions of Transformational Journal, surveys

contribute to 30-60% of all research articles (2006). The survey-based research can be split into

self-administrated surveys and interviewer administered (Kotzab et al, 2006). Self-administered

surveys split into online, postal and delivery & collection questionnaires. The interviewer-

administered surveys divide into structures interview and telephone questionnaire. The second

method widely used is the case study method. A case study can be identified as “an empirical

inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context” (Yin, 2003:

13).

The popularity of applying case study method in the field of supply chain has risen

significantly in the field of supply chain management for the last decade. The major advantage of

this method is that it allows identification and description of critical variables (Stuart et al.,

2002). According to Yin case study method is an appropriate research method when complex,

unstructured problems are being analyzed through mapping of major variables (2003). Yin

classifies three types of case studies (2003: 3):

1) An exploratory study aiming at defining hypothesis or testing hypothesis’ feasibility 
2) A descriptive study of a phenomenon within its context
3) An explanatory study of cause-effect relationships
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The third method of research in supply chain management refers to the action research,

which focuses on practical situation. In this type of research the researcher himself act as an

agent of change (Gummenson, 2000). The steps of the action research are the following: first, the

particular problem and the desired state is defined, than data-gathering, feedback, analysis and

action planning is done, after that the implementation and implementation stages follow, the final

step is monitoring the results (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002). The action research is very practice

oriented and usually are used for highly unstructured problems (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002).

Quantitative research in supply chain management is mostly model-driven (Kotzab et al,

2006). Modeling supply chains consist of the following steps: conceptualization, modeling,

model solving and implementation. Supply chain modeling is mostly based on few concepts:

strategic simulations in supply chain, object oriented simulation of supply chain dynamics,

cooperative game theory for supply chain managements, facility location modeling, contract

typology for supply chain analysis, recovery network design and modeling of energy flows

within supply chain (Kotzab et al, 2006). 

Research focus

This paragraph is devoted to the focus of the research paper at stake is defined. It was

previously concluded that the subject of international logistics is rather vague (based on the

literature research) and thus the scope of this research paper needs to be specified. The

implications for research methodology are discussed herein. All necessary terms and concepts

were defies in chapter one and partly – second chapter.

In order to clarify the focus of the research, it is worth mentioning key goal and

objectives of this paper. Thus, the main goal of this research paper is as follows: “ Discover the

nature of risks in international logistics, classify them, and elaborate a manual for a logistics

manager charged with arranging international operations”. The structure of methodology of this

research paper is predetermined by the tasks, which were set in the introductory part of the

thesis:

 clarify the subject of International Logistics and a set of logistics functions/operations;
 classify international logistics risks taking in consideration relevant academic works as 

well as secondary and primary data acquired;
 develop a manual (set of check-lists) for logistics managers of international company.

Let us set the scope of subject and object of this research paper. The object of this master

thesis is risk mitigation strategies and tools applied in international logistics in order to bring into

accordance mismatches in logistics environments between trading countries. International

logistics risks as well as their perception by logistics managers are the subjects of this paper.
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Research method

This empirical research takes qualitative approach due to the character of investigated

questions. Qualitative method was chosen for the purposes of this paper as the subject may be

perceived as a process or phenomena taking place in business environment (Blaxter et al., 2006).

In order to gather necessary data, a qualitative research method, discovery-oriented as well as

exploratory, was employed by the author. The main goals of the empirical part are to classify

international logistics risks, understand managers’ perception to these risks and elaborate risk

management tools to minimize or mitigate consequences of these risks. The data gathering tools

are described below. 

Research structure

The first objective (first step) of the empirical part is to define how to classify the

plurality of international logistics risks. This objective is reached by means of preliminary

interview with senior managers. Taking into account the multidimensional and not-well-

understood structure of complex international logistics risks the research was arranged in two-

fold body. In the very beginning a few open interviews with senior managers of Russian logistics

companies involved into international business were conducted. The said interviews were

devoted to identify the risk items that are the most significant ones for international logistics

managers. As a result, a clear set of risks is devised; based on this list further steps of empirical

research will be undertaken.  

The second objective (2nd step) of the empirical part is to develop a risk perception

questioner. The questioner developed and used in the present study has a pairwise question

structure; i.e., every category of international logistics risk is to be assessed by manager in a two-

fold manner – from probability and magnitude (for surviving deal or business) viewpoints. The

range of assessment is chosen as a set of inters from 1 to 7. There are, also, questions permitting

to acquire some personal but anonymous data for the next stage of the present research.

As a next step, the above mentioned questionnaire was run. The questionnaire was

designed via internet tools in a digital form and distributed via e-mails. Approximately 400

addresses of international logistics companies were gathered on a random basis. Sometimes e-

mailing shots were supported/boosted by very polite phone reminding with a delay from 3 to 5 days. For

the period of two months 71 filled questions were received from 400 sent.

The filled out questionnaires were processed and outputs were extracted. For this stage of
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research the simplest technique of data processing was used. Namely, every kind of risk was

assessed as a simple average (ARPP, ARMP); then this indicator was normalized using extreme

indicators in the probability and  magnitude columns; overall risk perceptions were received as

the following products NORP = NRPP * NRMP and then ranked. Results of this step required

interpretation. 

As a final step, managers which were interviewed at the initial stage of empirical part, are

interviewed once again. In contrast with the first sampling (Step 2) these managers are planned

to be chosen in accordance with the pattern of respondents’ sample described in terms of size and

nature of their companies.

Data collection

As it was mentioned above, empirical data will be collected by means of such tools as

demi-structured interviews (initial and final) and semi-structured surveys. The research interview

is one of the most important collection methods for qualitative data (Qu and Dumay, 2011).  The

semi-structured interview comprises pre-prepared questions guided by a framework of themes. It

is effective, flexible and capable of bringing out important and commonly hidden facets of

organizational behavior. It is based on human conversation, allowing the interviewer to modify

the style and order of questions. Most importantly, a semi-structured interview allows

interviewees to provide answers on their own terms (Qu and Dumay, 2011). In this research, the

semi-structured interviews were conducted by phone, skype or in person, either in English or in

Russian depending on the nationality of interviewee. 

The authors of this research managed to perform initial and repetitive interviews with 12

respondents. Interviewees were comprised of logistics managers of foreign as well as Russian

logistics service providers or manufacturing companies. The main criteria were that companies

either had to deal with cross-border shipments or with export and import activities. 

The interview themes, including the concept, background, management and process of

international logistics risks, its benefits and objectives, and future plans and challenges, are

derived from the research questions and objectives. All interviewees were involved in

international logistics. The interviews were analyzed by classifying and thematizing the

information and compressing the procedures of risk management in international logistics. The

answers of interviewees were compared to each other. Standard questions for interviews were

combined in a list and are presented in Appendix 1.

For the purpose of collecting data via questionnaires, approximately 400 e-mail addresses

of logistics managers were selected and contacted. Companies at stake operated in various
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business spheres, such as food producers, auto manufacturers, FMCG companies, oil and gas and

3PL companies. The questionnaire was available both in English and Russian for better

comprehension and consisted of 26 questions. The main body of the questionnaire was devoted

to assessment of managers’ perception of the probability and magnitude of the risks with regard

to companies. As it was mentioned, survey was conducted via internet source which further

accumulated all data in MS Excel format. The structure and contents of the questionnaire is

presented in Appendix 2. 

Overall steps, undertaken for the purposes of the research part are presented by the

flowchart below (see Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.6 Flowchart of research on international logistics risk perception by logistics managers
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CHAPTER 3. FINDINGS OF THE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

In this chapter the author is going to process and analyse the data, retrieved from expert

opinion interviews and come up with a classification of international logistics risks represented

by a set of groups and subgroups of risks. This classification is later used for on-line survey

design for the second step of empirical data collection and analysis. The above mentioned survey

will give an insight on managers’ perception of these risks in terms of probability and magnitude

with regard to their companies’ business performance. Based on the results of the survey analysis

a foundation for the final stage (iteration of interviews) will be made. As a result, expert opinion

will be combined with survey outcomes to develop a manual for a logistics manager charged

with arranging international operations.

3.1 Classification of international logistics risks 

In this part is summarized the information in relation to the logistics risk assessment

process of the international logistics risks, which was collected throughout 12 interviews and

consultations with international logistics managers and representatives of foreign and Russian

companies that engaged in import, export or transit activities. Answers to the questions that were

stated to the companies helped to analyze approaches to categorization of risks related to

international logistics. The list of general questions can be seen in the Appendix 1. To reach the

aim of this chapter was followed the methodology that was formalized in Figure 2.4. 

The main goal of the analysis was to obtain data from the company concerning: 

 Information peculiarities on typical logistics risks; 
 Risk classification and categorization; 
 Risk mitigation strategies and procedures, etc. 

First conclusion from the initial set of interviews with logistics managers was that

majority of these companies do not have a clear logistics risk assessment framework in place.

Much like it was mentioned in academic literature, managers tend to take decisions based on the

past experience within the company or on their own expertise (perception of the risk). The

majority of the interviewees stated that they do not run any qualitative or quantitative risk

assessment framework. The most common obstacle for quantitative analysis is the lack of

historical data on risk events or losses. Identified risks are usually dealt with simultaneously,

regardless of their correlation or interdependency.  

For gathering the analytical data, there were analysed answers of twelve different

companies that regularly engage in import/export or transit activities. Companies differ in the
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amount of goods they transport, types of goods and the conditions that are needed for the

transportation.

As it was mentioned before, the most important factors whilst making decisions

concerning risk management or organization of transportations, are experience of the managers

and their expertise. In fact, the interviewed companies do not assess risks from two major points

of view – likelihood of occurrence and potential damage (losses) they may incur. Thus, there are

no proactive measures in place for the purpose of avoiding negative outcomes which already

took place in the past. This all makes work of the managers tough and stressed, making

companies lose money.

Companies claimed types of risks that they face and in this paper they were classified

into seven categories: transit risks (loss of load, partial cargo loss, damage to cargo, delay in

cargo delivery, risk damage to vehicle), environmental risks (natural disasters, environmental

regulations, violation of safety regulations), political risks (customs barriers, threat to terrorism,

strikes, riots in the country), financial risks (penalties above the norm, warehousing demurrage,

limits of carrier’s liability for payment of SDRs, the risk of not paying contractors services or

goods, administrative violations), information risk (violation in the documents circulation,

violation in the information channel), risk of human factors (accident prevention, low

qualification, malicious intent) and contract risks (misusing INCOTERMS, hidden costs,

deliberate contract manipulation). The issue that companies need to take care of are the

consequences of each risk. As for the consequences of the faced risks, they can be either

financial or non-financial. The derived categorization of international logistics risks is further

used for purposes of survey.

It should be noted that a number of telephone calls and e-mails resulted in managers’

rejection to provide necessary information. Despite the fact, that they would like to support the

research and were interested in results, the subject turned out to be too sensitive. Managers were

not authorised to give information on the matter of logistics risks management.

3.2 Managers’ perception of international logistics risks

As it was stated above, companies nowadays do not run numerical risk assessment of

logistics risks, which is an important part of the company’s activities, as it can let them avoid

risky situations and let cope with inevitable with lower amount of losses. Thus, in case

companies introduce this activity in their daily operations, it would decrease rate of appearing

undesired uncertainties and facilitate better match of national logistics mix with the host

country’s mix. 
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In the empirical part of the quantitative risk assessment there was used a basic numerical

analysis of responses about probability and magnitude of particular international logistics risks.

To run quantitative assessment of logistics risks, the research was based on data that was

gathered from manufacturing companies as well as logistics service providers located in Russia.

At the moment there were 72 valid responses information from whom was analysed. The

interviewees were employed or operated in the following business areas:

 procurement (administration);
 supply chain management (administration);
 logistics (administration);
 controlling (administration);
 business management or member of the management board.

The size definition of enterprises was based on EU approach (European Commission,

2006).  Twenty-eight replies were from small, seventy-seven from medium and twelve from

large enterprises. Smaller number of replies came from small or large enterprises, while medium

enterprises provide the majority. 

The respondents were asked to indicate the probability and magnitude of the categories of

risks, which were defined after expert opinion interviews. Thus, respondents indicated two main

factors of risk on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 7 for the following risk categories: transport

risks, environmental risks, political risks, financial risks, information risk, risk of human factors

and contract risk.

In his empirical research the author supposes that magnitude and risk probability are

perceived by international logistics managers with equal weight. Therefore, the overall perceived

international logistics risk can be formally defined as a multiplication of two normalized

perceptions – of probability and magnitude or in other terms: Risk = Consequence * Predicted

Frequency.

After aggregating data, simple averages were calculated for risk probability perception

(Arpp) and risk magnitude perception (Armp). These averages were then normalized according

to Likert scale. The results of calculations are summarized in Table 3.1. After the overall risk

perception indicators were calculated (by means of multiplication of Nrpp and Nrmp), risk

categories were ranked in the rightmost column. 

 According to the answers of the companies, transport, environmental and political risks

are most likely to happen. However, top three risks in terms of magnitude are: transport,

environmental and risk of human factor.
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The research was limited to the data obtained from the respondents and calculations that

were carried out on them. In total there were analysed 72 replies. Table 3.1. summarizes the

outcomes of a survey.

Table 3.1 Overall international logistics risks perception by international logistics managers

Risk Category Risk Sub-Categories

Risk 
probability
perception

Risk 
magnitude
perception

Overall 
risk 

perception

ARPP NRPP ARMP NRMP NORP RRC

transport  risks  loss of load 
 partial loss 
 damage to cargo 
 delay in cargo delivery 
 risk damage to  vehicle

3,97 0,57 4,62 0,66 0,38 1

environmental 
risks

 natural disasters 
 environmental regulations 
 violation of safety regulations

3,91 0,56 4,38 0,63 0,35 2

political risks  customs barriers 
 threat of terrorism 
 strikes, riots in the country

3,48 0,50 4,17 0,60 0,30 3

financial risks  penalties above the norm 
warehousing demurrage

 limits the carrier's liability for 
payment of SDRs,

 the risk of not paying 
contractors services or goods 

 administrative violations

2,32 0,33 2,46 0,35 0,12 6-7

information risk  violation in the documents 
circulation

 violation in the information 
channel

3,35 0,48 3,93 0,56 0,27 5

risk of human 
factors

 accident prevention
 low qualification
 malicious intent

3,18 0,45 4,32 0,62 0,28 4

contract risks  misusing INCOTERMS
 hidden costs
 deliberate contract 

manipulation

2,24 0,32 2,50 0,36 0,12 6-7

TOTAL: 22,45 26,38

3.3. Empirical research outcomes and recommendations

Quantitative assessment facilitates prioritization of types of risks based on their overall

risk score. However, the limitation is that majority of the companies do not possess either precise

estimation of the likelihood of the risks or its source.
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3.3.1 Managerial implications and research limitations

The objective of this dissertation was to discover the nature of risks in international

logistics, classify them, and elaborate a manual for a logistics manager charged with arranging

international operations.

Developed methodology is applicable to any region. This methodology is a valuable tool

in assessment of risks due to its ability to adapt to regions and their problems and its very

thorough approach to risk assessment and analysis from different angles and via combination of

different approaches.

The results of the research have important implications for many parties. The ones who

are primarily interested in the methodology that was developed, are:

 Logistics companies;
 Manufacturing companies;
 Service users;
 Insurance companies;
 Entrepreneurs.

that have most financial benefits from the very beginning of their work in the sphere of

international transportations. The companies get short-term and long-term benefit and financial

support, as fast and easy integration of international service would bring additional return

through diversification of services and provision of services that in pricing policy insignificantly

differ from local rates.

Finally, the methodology is of high interest for the entrepreneurs that can take advantage

over the underdeveloped part of the industry and can conquer the niche by being the first to

introduce the services, making customers more loyal to them and more responsive.

Despite the fact that the model still can be modified and developed further, it is of high

value and importance and covers existing gaps of the risk management in international logistics.

It can be successfully applied to any region of Russia and many others, letting the company of

any geographical origin and improve in most proper way. 

As examples of main limitations and fields for further work on the model, the following

ideas can be mentioned. First of all, the model can be enriched with introduction of more criteria

and measurements. It would reflect more trustworthy results. Secondly, the model can be tested

on different product categories and not only on food. There can be assessed risks of other regions

with different categories of risks. A valuable step forward could be made if there would be

accessible official documentation on the transportations from regions and risks that are being

faced within each shipment.
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Limitations

The number of respondents involved into answering process (144 managers) does not

permit, to our mind, to consider the present research as a completely adequate to tasks

formulated in the beginning or at the stage “Perception of international logistics risks by

managers”. However, the flowchart of research (Fig. 2.6) foresees a possibility of iterations and

adjustments. Practically most common trends in international logistics managers’ risk perception

were revealed and assessed only. 

Nevertheless, it appears that the methodology developed and applied during the research

is a workable one. Besides, the testing of the developed questioner helped to improve its

structure and content for the next stages of this research. Finally, it is necessary to say that the

said research should be considered rather as a pilot-project or the first step of a future complex

research for a particular market in the Graduate School of Management St. Petersburg State

University. 

3.3.2 Theoretical implications

Given the continuing growth of international business in the Era of Globalization the

clear understanding of nature and meaning of international business disciplines are very

important for teaching and researching. As proposed throughout the paper, the subject of

International Logistics is to be clearly understood due to its interdisciplinary nature and a role of

integrator for other disciplines necessary for those who are involved into an international

business. It is shown that methodological studies demand to attract more attention and work from

the side of academia because they have real practical outputs – such as, increasing effectiveness

and efficiency of teaching/learning processes as well as providing future international logistics

manager with necessary knowledge and skills.

Defining the subject of International Logistics and its target function should help to focus

teaching/learning on items of connecting/ matching national segments of international supply

chains to reduce transaction costs and risk and, consequently, increase competitiveness of

international businesses.

Despite the fact that the model still can be modified and developed further, it is of high

value and importance and covers existing gaps of the subject of international logistics. It can be

successfully applied to any company or region. 

As examples of main limitations and fields for further work on the model, the following

ideas can be mentioned. First of all, the model can be enriched with introduction of more criteria

and measurements. It would reflect more trustworthy results. Secondly, assessment of risks of
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other regions with different categories of risks may be performed. A valuable step forward could

be made if there would be accessible official documentation on the transportations from regions

and risks that are being faced.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this dissertation was to discover the nature of risks in international

logistics, classify them, and elaborate a manual for a logistics manager charged with arranging

international operations.

The literature review suggested highlighting following two items. First, the proper

“international logistics”, what does it mean in the frame of any convenient scientific/practical

definition; and in general, does this “convenient definition” exist? Second, what is the place and

role of international logistics among other international business disciplines related to marketing,

management, finance, law, etc? The second item, taking into account that international logistics

manage almost all flows in any business (material, financial, and intellectual, personified

included; internal and external; inbound and outbound; forward and reverse; domestic and

global), could convert the subject of international logistics into something like a meta-science

covering all things and finding difficulty in explaining anything. Therefore, defining the subject

of international logistics they have to find out the essence of this multidimensional phenomenon.

Having run the in-depth literature review on the subject of logistics and international

logistics, the author encountered great variety of definitions for general logistics, international

and supply chain management. As an outcome, the term ‘international logistics’ was clearly

defined as well as the subject area of it. It turned out that academicians are still unclear regarding

relationship between supply chain management and logistics, however, the author concluded that

inclusionist point of view is prevailing. In addition to that, the author proved a close relationship

between marketing and logistics. The split between these two business areas was due to a

dichotomy in 1960s when the two were split. This fact enables employment of marketing tools

with regard to logistics. Out of abundance of logistics functions, those relevant to international

logistics subject area were selected. These functions comprise the totality of logistics mix. Each

trading country has its own logistics mix and marketing environment (external). Dissimilarities

of these marketing environments lead to disruptions in the logistics flows (supply chain) of the

trading countries.  For the purposes of keeping the scope of this research paper clear and concise,

the variety of intermediaries was not described in fine details as it was unnecessary. A short

definition of parties involved in international logistics process was given in chapter 2.   

The above described processes (disruptions due to marketing environment dissimilarities)

is clearly defined and described in the upcoming academic book by professor Vitally I.

Cherenkov. The so called prismatic model describes the phenomena of disruptions in supply

chain of trading companies. This model was used as a theoretical foundation for this research
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paper. According to this model, the logistics mix represents a link of the supply chain (or

complex of logistics flows) between two trading countries. Due to differences in marketing

environments of these countries, the logistics flow crosses the border and this is where

disruptions occur. Thus, the author assumes that it is possible to adjust these disruptions in order

to mitigate or avoid international logistics risks.

Having established a proper theoretical framework, as a second objective an adequate

tool for managing risks associated with international logistics needed to be found. As the author

proved the relationship between logistics and marketing and established that disruptions occur

due to dissimilarities in marketing environments of trading companies, an adequate instrument

for managing international logistics risks would be a check-list. It is one of the most essential but

rather overlooked instruments of marketing audit. Marketing audit is a subject area yet

undeveloped in Russia. As disruptions are result of differences in national marketing

environment, a proper marketing audit of this environment is necessary. This check-list would

reflect major factors, influencing the supply link between trading countries. Jumping ahead, it

will be a self-audit checklist with seven major categories of risks and subcategories. Ideally, a

manager would follow this list and perform a self-audit concerning his own operations and

would make sure he is assessing all the risk areas. 

There are various frameworks for managing risks to be found in academic literature. The

author found the framework of four steps to be the most adequate: risk identification, risk

assessment, risk mitigation and risk control. The first and the most important step was to identify

key risks for their further assessment and mitigation. Risk identification as well as assessment

may be carried out on a qualitative or/and quantitative base. The major obstacle – lack of

historical data on risk events and their consequences predetermined the selection of qualitative

approach with a trait of quantitative assessment. 

Thus, for risk identification purposes an interview with 12 representatives of companies

involved in international logistics was set up. These companies were from four groups: national

logistics providers, foreign logistics providers, local manufacturing companies and foreign

manufacturing companies. The major requirement was that companies had to be involved in

international trade. Having conducted initial interviews, the author was able to form risks into

seven major categories (risk identification): transport, environment, political, financial,

information, risk of human factor and contract risk. This was the foundation for further

assessment of the identified risks. For this purpose, an online questionnaire was conducted with

117 companies. As a final step, a check list of seven major risk categories and their risk value

(probability*severity) perceptions by managers were assessed. 
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In conclusion it is essential to mention that the execution of the risk assessment

framework in this paper is considerably far from being perfect. There are multiple limitations

such as the distribution of respondents with regard to the size of the company, geographical

location and status of the manager. The goal of this paper is rather to lay the foundation for

further development of the subject of international logistics among students and academicians in

Russian Federation. In addition, the author would like to mention that the area of marketing audit

is yet untapped in the academic literature of leading business schools in Russia, which as a result

leads to lack of sophisticated practice of these risk management tools in Russian business. 
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1

Interview structure 

1. Can you identify the logistics risks in your business? 

2. In what form do you face them? 

3. Can you estimate the maximum damage of each risk? 

4. Are you taking any actions to reduce the occurrence of these risks? 

5. Is there any seasonality in terms of the emergence of logistics risks? 

6. The risks appear regularly or are spontaneous? 

7. What are the main consequences of risks? Do they significantly affect the profit or reputation? 

8. Are you trying to manage the risks that lie on the company? 

9. Is there a regular review of the policy of identifying new risks or changes in existing ones? 

10. Who makes the decision to reduce the risks? 

11. Do you do risk monitoring? 

12. Do you use the services of local or logistics companies from other locations (if yes / no, 
why?) 

13. What is the reason you use the services of private carriers? 

14. What limitations do you see in this type of transportation? 

15. Do the risks faced by the load for such transport change? 

16. Out of 10 transportations, on average, how many of them get to the destination with injuries, 
arrives late or do not reach it at all? 

17. Who is liable for damages that occur with the load or with the car carrier? 

18. Do you need to have reserve funds in case of unforeseen expenses on logistics operations? 

19. On what basis is the carrier hired, is there a contract with him?  

20. Do you insure the goods for private carriages? If yes, how much does this service cost? 

21. How much money are you willing to spend for service of an international logistics 
transportation company? 
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Appendix 2

Questionnaire
1. Please provide information about yourself: 

 gender
 age

2. How much experience do you have in the field of international trade or logistics? 
 1-3 years
 3-5 years
 5-10 years
 more than 10 years

3. How long have you been working for this company? 
 1-3 years
 3-5 years
 5-10 years
 more than 10 years

4. Please choose the origin of your company (multiple options possible):
 Russian
 Foreign

5. Please choose the type of your company (multiple options possible):
 trading company
 transportation/logistics
 manufacturing
 other (please specify)

6. How many employees does your company have (please specify)?
7. How does your company treat logistics functions (1-7 scale)? 

 complete outsourcing (1) – autonomous (7)
8. Which groups of products do you transport over the border (multiple options possible)?

 consumer goods (food, alcohol, tobacco, pharmacy, clothing, shoes, durable goods)
 industrial
 raw materials
 semi-finished goods
 parts and tools
 finished products
 other (please specify)

9. Which countries do you operate on? (please specify)
10. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of transportation risk (loss 

of cargo, partial loss of cargo, cargo damage, delivery delay, damaging of the transport) in 

your business activity
 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)

11. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of transportation risks (loss 

of cargo, partial loss of cargo, cargo damage, delivery delay, damaging of the transport) in 

your business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)

12. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of environmental risk 

(natural disasters, environmental regulations, violation of safety regulations) in your 

business activity
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 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)
13. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of environmental risks 

(natural disasters, environmental regulations, violation of safety regulations) in your 

business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)

14. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of political risk (customs 

barriers, threat of terrorism, strikes, riots in the country) in your business activity
 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)

15. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of political risks (customs 

barriers, threat of terrorism, strikes, riots in the country) in your business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)

16. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of financial risk (penalties 

above the norm, warehousing demurrage, limits the carrier’s liability for payment of SDRs, 

the risk of not paying contractors services or goods, administrative violations) in your 

business activity
 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)

17. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of financial risks (penalties 

above the norm, warehousing demurrage, limits the carrier’s liability for payment of SDRs, 

the risk of not paying contractors services or goods, administrative violations) in your 

business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)

18. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of information risk (violation

in the documents circulation, violation in the information channel) in your business activity
 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)

19. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of information risks 

(violation in the documents circulation, violation in the information channel) in your 

business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)

20. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of human factor risk 

(accident prevention, low qualification, malicious intent) in your business activity
 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)

21. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of human factor risks 

(accident prevention, low qualification, malicious intent) in your business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)

22. Please estimate (7 point scale) your attitude towards possibility of contract risk (INCOTERMS

misuse, hidden costs, deliberate contract manipulation) in your business activity
 lowest probability (1) – highest probability (7)

23. Please estimate (7 point scale) the magnitude of consequences of contract risks (INCOTERMS

misuse, hidden costs, deliberate contract manipulation) in your business activity
 negligible consequences (1) – significant consequences (7)
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24. Which problems, risks in international logistics do you consider most important (please 

specify)?
25. Please share your ideas on supply chain disruptions mitigation, preventive measures 

adopted in your company (please specify)
26. Thank you very much for participation! In case you have any questions, please feel free to 

contact Danil Antonov (antonov_da@outlook.com)
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